The history of English contains numerous examples of "improved" spellings. English scribes frequently modified spelling to make English words and some popular borrowings look like words of Latin or Greek origin. The typical examples are Eng. island, containing mute <s> taken from Lat. insula or Eng. anchor 'mooring device' (< Fr. ancre), with non-etymological <h>. Although such "reformed spellings" became particularly fashionable during the Renaissance, when the influence of the classical languages was at its peak, "classicised" spellings are also found earlier, e.g. in texts from the 14 th century. In the present contribution which concentrates on identifying such earliest influences on spellings in Middle English attention is focussed on the regional distribution of reformed spellings, with a sociolinguistic focus on the type of the text. The data for the study come from standard sources like the Middle English Dictionary (2001) and Oxford English Dictionary (2009).
Foreign influences on spelling
It is common knowledge that the spelling patterns of foreign languages have exerted their impact on the spelling of English words. The problem is a rule debated the histories of English in the context of the English Renaissance. Thus, according to Culperer -Archer (2009: 251) , " [t] he Early Modern period (...) saw huge interest in, and admiration for, classical Greek and Roman culture. Ancient Greek and Latin were extolled as perfect languages (...), whilst English was considered to be in a bad state". The so-called early grammarians in England found the state of their language far from satisfactory and even considered the English writing system as spoilt. John Hart, one of the most famous spelling reformers, who lived in the 16 th century, held that "there are four main ways in which a writing system could be "corrupt". These are, in his terminology: 1) a. Diminution ("the use of too few symbols in the written form for the number of speech sounds to be represented"). b. Superfluity ("the use of more symbols in the written form than there are speech sounds in the spoken form").
These violations of the rule of good spelling can be exemplified by:
2) (...) the <b> in doubt, the <g> in eight, <h> in authoritie, <l> in souldiours, <o> in people, <p> in condempned, <s> in baptisme, and divers lyke...
The two remaining corruptions, apparently less important, are:
3) c. Usurpation ("the use of the wrong symbol. This arises because some symbols have 'double powers', i.e. can be used to represent two different sounds"; e.g. "g represents one sound in gentle but another sound in together, though in both cases it is followed by e"). d. Misplacing ("putting the written symbols in the wrong order"; e.g. fable, circle should be written fabel and cirkel, "because we pronounce the e before the l, not after") (Barber 1997: 82-83) .
Against the trends popularised in the 16 th century, Hart rejected "the idea that spelling should reflect the etymology of a word", i.e. the etymological spelling. This led to an extensive phenomenon of re-spelling, consisting in apparent "improvement" of English orthography.
The re-spellings mentioned above are usually associated with the Renaissance, which roughly overlapped with the new period in the history of the language, referred to as Early Modern English. Although the Renaissance is said to have begun in 14 th century Italy, the date of its beginning on the English soil is connected with either the introduction of the printing press by William Caxton in 1476 or with the accession of the Tudors and "culminating in the Elizabethan Age" (Bolton 1992: 860) .
In describing the impact of classical languages and French on English spelling, the present short study concentrates on the data representing the period before the Renaissance, i.e. roughly the years 1200-1500, when many English words modified their spelling under the influence of not only Classical Latin, On early pseudo-learned orthographic forms … 27 but also Vulgar Latin, Ecclesiastic Latin and Old French. The data come from two sources, the Oxford English Dictionary on CD-ROM (2009, the most recent version 4.0), and the Middle English Dictionary online (2001) . The purpose of the study is to demonstrate that the Middle English period offers quite numerous evidence that the spelling patterns of Latin and of its various descendants had their share in modifying English spelling and producing pseudo Latin forms long before the Renaissance. A part of the problem has been already dealt with in my earlier paper (Wełna 2002) on the reversed spelling of the sequence <ar> produced by the rule lowering short [e] before nonprevocalic [r] , as in ME serve clerk > sarve clark which later restored the old orthography serve clerk due to the impact of the spelling of Lat. certus clericus, both containing the sequence <er>. In the conclusion of the paper it was suggested that such influence of Latin had a strong sociolinguistic basis since the change in the sequence <er> "affected the pronunciation of vowels in the speech of certain social groups, i.e. those educated Englishmen who knew Latin and who were thus able to distinguish between loanwords containing [ar] produced by e-lowering and loanwords where [ar] was original", as in ME armee 'army'.
Modified spellings: criteria of classification
In Middle English, i.e. between the Norman Conquest and the introduction of the printing press by Caxton, the impact of the foreign patterns on the spelling convention of English is especially seen in certain graphemic contexts. The presentation which follows will only consider those modified segments which show at least some degree of the influence of the Latin spelling. The selection was made on the basis of listing in the long-forgotten monograph by Pumpjanskij (1963) It should be made clear at this point that the term "pseudo-learned" used in the title need not convey a negative sense since in some instances, like in the case of the <ar> > <er> reversal discussed earlier, such modifications can be regarded as efforts to improve original Latin spellings corrupted by phonological changes in French or in English. For practical reasons in the account which follows examples will be split into four groups, the first one embracing graphemes corresponding to plosives, i.e. <b, p, c, d>, the second containing words with non-initial <h>, especially in the cluster <th> plus the noun isle, the third one contains words with initial <h->, and the fourth group embraces words with preconsonantal <l>.
Graphemes <b, p, c, d>
This group of words with reformed spellings contains spectacular items like debt or doubt which are quoted in almost all textbooks of the history of English as spellings under a direct influence of Latin since the forms dette dout(e) borrowed from French later modify their orthography, inserting etymological <b> from Lat. dēbitum. The d-less spelling is first found in the Ancrene Riwle (c.1230) and the spelling with <b> in a manuscript from the middle of the 15 th century, but a potentially older form can be found in an earlier document containing wills (texts from c.1415). Likewise, doubt(e/n), from French exhibits insertion of <b>: In the course of time the above forms completely replaced rare spellings with a single initial consonant, like ciences (14c) or ceptre (Chaucer), which somehow failed to win popularity in English. All potential doubts connected with the grapheme <d> in the last group are confined to words containing the prefix ad-. Although Old French words descend from Latin, clusters with the prefix-final -d-and the following consonant <v> were in most cases simplified, losing that consonant. Consequently almost all English words belonging to this group refashioned their pronunciation from Although all items printed in bold type are borrowings from French, these words owe their full prefix forms ad-to their Latin source words. The dates of the first occurrences of the full prefix range from c.1425 (1380) (adminystre in Chaucer) to a1470 (adventure advauntage in Malory; MS date unavailable). As regards adminystre, it could have been influenced directly by a French form with <d> which was established in the late 14 th century, the original Old French form being aministrer, without <d>. But practically in all other cases the -d-in the respective French words reflects Latin influences during the Renaissance, while the English forms reflect such influences from before that period.
Non-initial <h>
In our small corpus the non-initial <h> is typically found in the combination <th> in words of Latino-Greek origin, and in one word <h> appears in the cluster <ch> (anchor). It may come as a surprise that in this group of words the cluster <th> need not reflect a direct influence of Greek or Latin because that cluster can be found in the relevant French words, which means that the item could have been borrowed directly from French with no graphemic assimilation to the spelling of the classical languages. Words which owe their digraph spellings <th> to Old French are the following: The <th> spelling in theology is a norm, although the h-less orthography of this noun characterises spelling in Langland (P. Pl. A. xi. 136 Bote), while theatre exhibits forms without <-h-> parallel to the digraph forms. Also thyme can be considered a direct borrowing from Old French since the form thym containing the th-cluster is found in that language as early as the 13 th century. The most controversial item is anthem which lacked the Latin correspondence with <th>, the only possible source form could only be rare OF anthaine but not LLat. antiphona which did not contain <th>.
Words in which the digraph is in all probability due to the early influence of Latin and/or Greek are more numerous and include the following first occurrences of spellings with <ch> and <th>: There is little doubt that Eng. isle was refashioned after the French form with <-s->, which became frequent in that language in the 15 th century, Although the Oxford English Dictionary derives the word from Old French as an s-less form ile, it is quite possible that the form with <-s-> in English is a 15 th century reborrowing of the word.
Initial <h->
The spelling and pronunciation of Middle English words with initial <h-> is to a large extent determined by processes taking place in Vulgar Latin, Medieval Latin and Old French, i.e. languages showing a tendency to delete that fricative. The insertion of h-before vowels in words where originally it had been lost may be interpreted in terms of hypercorrection (cf. Scragg 1974; Häcker 2004) . This loss of the initial fricative caused a lot of confusion in the spelling convention, traces of which can still be found in Modern English where, for instance, the noun history or the adjective historical are sometimes preceded by the indefinite article an (cf. Visser's well-known title An historical English syntax).
The rather long list of words with word initial <h-> in the present study reflects Middle English items with and without that consonant letter in their spelling. Explanations postulating the influence of Latin on the restoration of such <h-> are not always credible since their vast majority had French correspondences with the initial fricative letter in spelling. In such cases the process of latinising was taking place not in English but in French, where the deleted initial <h-> was frequently restored some time later. Under (14) are listed and exemplified words showing variation of h-full and h-less forms, sometimes in the same text; cf.
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